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INTRODUCTION

This problem-assessment study was done at Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute under a grant from the National Science Foundation,

administered by the Education Directorate. It sought answers

to the problems oflwhy there are relatively few women in mathe-

matics, what has encouraged or discouraged contemporary women

mathematicians, and what can be done to attract more women to

the_mathematical sciences. A multifaceted interdisciplinary

approach-has been-used. Interviews were conducted with female

and male mathematicians, ranging from established scholars to

recent Ph.D.'s. Most of the interviews were held at mathematical

conventions: international; national and regional, meetings,

including general and specialized conventions, such as those in

algebia and in applied Mathematics. Some of the interviews were

done daring visits to Colleges in the United States and Canada,

where we usually talked to heads of mathematics departments and
.....

women mathematicians. Various questionnaires were developed and

were answered by.hundreds of mathematicians. In addition, ques-

tionnaires and tests were used with several hundred women and men

undergraduate and graduate students, who were. majoring in mathe-

matics and in other,disciplines. Comparisons are being made with

psychology. Why psychology? For one thing, because it is ofl

interest'to compare.the.Problems of women in different disciplines.

For another, because psychology, like mathematics, is both a

science and an art, but one which attracts relatively more women,

even more than the biological sciences. For example, the propor-
_

tion of women among those who received the Ph.D. degrees during

1960-1969 were as follows: 1

;

. -
6

discipline % of women awarded Ph.D.

mathematical sciences '5:7

biological sciences 15.1

psychology 20.7

Moreover, a recent National Science Foundation_surveyshowed-that

about 30 per_cent,of-the-peybhologists in the United States are

women; only about 10% of the mathematicians in this country are-

women. Still another reason is that the investigators in the

study have long worked in areas that relate mathematics and
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psychology. It is hoped to study more psychologists' responses

in 1976. The present report touches on their replies and focuses

on the esponse,1 of 1athématicians.

Analys s of Responses to AWM Questionnaire

After being tried in several preliminary versions, a ques-

titnanaire was sent to members of the Association for Women in

Mathematics (AWM); a copy is appended. For richness and quality

of responses, we preferred an open-ended questionnaire even

though it takes longer to answer and to score. There has been a

high rate of response and many respondents add comments on the

back or on additional sheets, in some case three or more sheets.

Qualitative and quantitative analysis has been done on the

responses from 350 women and 52 men. They constitute about 40%

of the approximately 1,000 members of,the AWM, of whom about 200

aremales.2 Wetouchhereonhighlightsoftheresponses;the
appended tables contain more detailed results.

1. The data suggestoothat interest in mathematics and the

decision to become a mathematician tended to occur at an early

age. (Such early interest and early career decisions with regard

to their discipline,wete not typical of-the psychologists we

surveyed.) Sopc-Of the AWM respondents, more often the males

recall being interested in mathematics before they could ad

or write. This interest occurred during the pre-sch period

or by age 6 for 13% of the females and 17% Of the males. About,

one-third of the women and_half of the men r en1er being

attracted to Mathematics by the time th were-in elementary

school or by age 11. For most of theothers the initial interest

occurred in high school, usually, in algebra andgeometry-cour'-

Less than 2t report that_they=were-fiegt-attracted by calculus

-andA.ess-than 1% by trigonometry.

Why were they attracted to mathematics? "Why does a duck

swim?" was the way,one women mathematician worded it. It came

naturally to them, they were good at it, they-likedit, were the

most frequent reasons offered. About a fifth of each group men-
,

tioned the fascination of the order, structure and beauty Of:1
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mathematics, or the fun and challenge offered by its problem-
,-

solving or puzzle solving aspects. A similar proportion-'Said

that they were attracted to mathematics because they" were

pressed by tIleir, teachers
,,,,./

Age offirst interest in math /- % Female (n=350) % Male (n=52)

77< 6 or pre,-school 13, 17
...

7<'-, 11 ore1emenrf school 22 29

12 - 17 or !econdary sOhool 53 1 40

18 - 21 o undergraduate '.r 6

Ag of math career decision

7 - 11 or elementary_school

12 - li or secondary school

18 - 21 or undergraduate level

21:- .25 Or graduate level

later
4=6

3

33

43

7

9

6

25

46

11

4

That the age of first interest was considerably earlier than that

reported for psychology by psycholOgists is understandable since psychol-

ogy does not play the same role as do numbers and shapes in the be-

havioral world of the child, and it is not introduced as a formal

subject in early education. What is noteworthy_is-that initial in-

terest in mathematics tended_to-occur at-a somewhat'later age for

present-mathematics majors than for professionals(influence of T.V.

or New Math?). Yet it tended to occur at 'an earlier age than for

the other disciplines in which the undergraduate students we ques=;--

tioned were majoring (see Appendix for guestionhi-ires). This was

also true for career decisioni which on the aver.ige occurred earlier

for-mathematics than for other disciplines, with the exception of

medicine - by and large biomedical and premedical students always

wanted ,to be doctors!

9



2. About a third of each group decided on a career in mathematics

by, the time they were ih high school and, for Somewhat more of the

males, while still in elementary school. About half of each group

made the career decision in undergraduate pchool; of the remainder,

more of the men decided to become mathematicians while in graduate

school or before age 25, and, more of the women,did so after this

period. ;Some of these women first realized then that mathematics

careers were open to them.) Twice asmany women as men said that

they chose mathematics because of the job opportunities it offered

or because they wanted to teach.it. About a quarter of each group

mentioned that they preferred it to other disciplines, with 10% of

the women and 23% of the men choosing it over an experimental

.science. Applications to other fields were infrequently mentioned

as reasons for their career choides, but somewhat more often by the

women. The most frequent explanations, given by about half of the

women and three-quarters of the men were that they were-goo t

mathematics and enjoyed it.

3. Encouragement by-others was spontaneously mentioned by few

respondent-S-i-e-a reason for their career decisions. Only 4% of

the women and.2% of the men said that they decided to become

mathematicians because.of encouragement by family and friends;

and 9% and 4% .respectively said they did so because of encourage-

ment by teachers and advisors. However, as the following tabu-

lation shows, these people were more often mentioned in response

to the next question: What people or factors encouraged or

facilitated your decision to be a mathematician?

encouraged by % EemaleA

family, friends 38

teachers 64

.pre-college level 29

undergraduate level 31

graduate level 6

advisors

colleagues; professional level

some person or persons



Somewhat more women than men remember being encouraged by

their family and friends, while.the reverse holds in the case of

.,teachers.' The encouragement was uneven for both groups, but

more markedly so of the women; only a fifth as many women were

encouraged on the graduate level as on the previous levels.

About four-fifths of each group mentioned that at least one per-

son encouraged tliem. ltri-Ciouraqing factors other than peO-ple were

given by about one-third of the women and one-quarter of the men.

Most frequently cited were their ability and liking for math
i,

(15% of the woMen and'10% of.the'men) and fellowshipl.scholarship,

and other aid (6% and 4% respectively).

4. Striking results were obtained in re onse to the question:

What people or factors discouraged or hampered your decision to
- _

e a mathematidian?

discouraged by % yemales

isr

% Males

family, friends 17 13

teachers 21 8

pre-college level 4 2.

undergraduate level 8 4

graduate level 11 2

advisors 11 4

some persons or persons 46 27

.
More-women than men recalled being discouraged by family

and friends. How were the women discoliraged? For example: My

sister teased that I'd turn into a boy; my mother worried that

boys wouldn't like me or date me; my father'thought I wasn't

serious enough to be a mathematician. Three times as many women

as men were, discouraged by teachers or advisors, with the differ-

ence in each case most marked at the graduate level- For example:

the teachers expected less of the girls; my teacher paid attention

only to the boys; my counselot said girls didn't do well in math;

my advisor asked why I wasn't_home having babies. Sexist reasons

for the discouragement were given by a fifth of the women but none
1

One or-more_persons, which statistically is significantly more

of the men. half of the women recall being discouraged by

than the men. But it-is-sure-y not insignificant that over one-
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Iquarter of.the men - most of whom are now college professors -

recall being discouraged somewhere along the line. _(Women

psxchológists in our survey also reported more discouragement :

than men but not to as marked a degree.)

5. Even more striking results were obtained when they were

asked:

(o

sional?

80% of the'

creased fOr

loW for th

Were you treated differently,because of being,female

as a mathematics student or as a mathematics profes-

at they encountered such treatment was reported by

wom a 9% of the men. Moreover, such reports in-

wome as thetr training progressed but remained

Differ reatment,at.

pre-c c.e lev 1

ergraduatelavel

raduate level

essional level

any level

% Females % Males

23 6

26 8

) 43 8

. 54 4

80 9

Furthermore, the frequency of complaints was about as great or

reater for the younger women as for the older ones

Age

20 - 30

31 - 35

36 - 45

46 - 70

-100 72

'100

.75 ' 60

70. 7r

Among the complaints were that on the precollegiate.level

some were treated as "strange" by their peers; they were told

that boys do,not like or are afraid of smart.girls, especially

math whizzes, their teachers paid more attention 'to'the poys or
e

expected leis of the girls; and they were advised to consider

more traditional careers. At the undergraduate level, and even

more on the'graduate level, some of their teachers and advisors

questioned their competence or did not take seriously their

interestin mathematics; more-than the men, they had to prove

12.
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themselves. Some of them were confronted with the assertion that

a woman would get married and have children and either not finish

the degree or not pursue a ce...reer in mathematics, At the profes-

sional levelr some reported denial of emploiTent, receiving lower

salary, or having less advancement potential '\Ehan equally or less

qualified males. According to our respondents! conceptions,

affirmative action has.not yet been effective. 'The yeilanger wonen

mentioned that they were frequently interviewed for positions but

seldom offered them. In some cases there seemed to be a kind of

backlash, e.g., the fear that if in the future a woman's contract

was not.renewed or she was not granted tenure, then the university

would be accdsed of having discriminated against women. On the

other hand, a few women .who were appointed, as the token woman in

the department, had' the feeling that this was.done mainly to comply

.with affirmative action requirements. Some said that they ware

given temporary positions and it was expected that they.would teach

only the lower level courses and would take_care of.sudh tradi-

tionally female responsibilities as school social functions.

Another complaintwas that they felt isolated from their male

colleagues, socially and mathematically, or that they had the

impression their colleagues felt restrained.or uncomfortable when

they were around. Interviews with male mathematicians suggest

that there may be.soMe basis for this feeling, because a few of

them admit that they would feel uncoMfortable with a woman colleague

or even women graduate students. One-mathematician claimed that
. ,

because of the clyse relationship between doctoral advisor and

advisee, he woul&not want to lave a woman doctoral student (and

even.if he did, his wife would not want him to). Moreover,

because of deeprooted social mores, he C-O-171d-16-6-1--grotective or

patronizing toward a woman mathematician but not at ease with her.

He pointed out that it would take time to change such attitudes.

However, most mathematicians who were interviewed Saidr-that they

would welcome mathematically talented women students and colleagues.

6.. Returning to the AWM respondents, we find that ov,er 90%

agree that changes should be made if women are to be encouraged

tO consider mathematics as a career. The ferriale and male respondents

1 3



tend to agree on the nature of the changes. For instance,

recommendations for the pre-college level were as follows:

Pre-:college .% Females

change attitude toward math as

the

% Males

unfeminine - 36 42
make teachers kadvisors more
aware of math career opportunities 21 21

more female role models 17 17

equal treatment of males & females 14 19

encourage oi don't discourage women 12 10

greater emphasis on math, advise
four years of high school math 11 6

no changes needed 2 0

There is a close tie-in between the two most frequently recom-

mended changes; weakening of the notion of mathematics as a

masculine domain.may be brought ,about by making teachers and

advisors more aware of career opportunities in mathematics for

both men and women. This was strikingly evident on visits to

high schools where counselors admitted discouraging girls from

pursuing mathematics.because they did not think it offered oppor-
-

tunities for them. Moreover,'students and parents also need to

be made more aware of these opport%nities.. Of the students we

questioned who had changed.theik minds about being math majoes,

a common reason for the switah wis-that they did not know what
I

one did with mathematics except to teach it. Cleai-ly more infor-
,)

mation has to be spread about the varied career options which are

opened up,bir training in mathematics. We shall return to this
_-

matter and td other suggestions,for changes given by the AWM

respondents.

7. That at the present time more women should be encouraged

to study mathematics is agreed to by 81% of the female and 75%

of the male respdndents. Those who disagree:do so mainly be-

cause,they think jobs are not available now for either sex or that

only those who are higtily talented should be encouraged.
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8. If a talented female math student is considering mathematics

as a career, possibly combined with marriage and a family, what

advice would you give her? Only two women and one man tell her

not to do it. About half of each group tell her to do it, without

giving specific advice. The others offer advice, the most fre-

quent, given by about one-quarter of each group, being to choose

carefully, since she'll need an understanding spouse. Over 10%

of each group tell her to be prepared for difficulties that may

arise.

9. Why do you think that there have been relatively few women

mathematicians and why are there few at present? Consider the

nature of the replies: (some respondents gave more than one

answer)

Response % Females % Males

1. mathematics is not a .special case 6 6

2. social and cultural reasons 78 75

3. women prefer:other disciplines

and careers 6 4

4. , don't know 15

Note that relatively more men than women said that they did not

know any reasons for the scarcity of women mathematicians. What

the tabulation does not show is that there are some differences

between female and male methematibians in the kinds of social

and cultural reasons that they give. The women tended to give

more specific reasons. Also, 16% of the women but only 6% of

the men reported that academic interests are not encouraged for

women. Moreover, 16% of the women but only 2% ofthe men note

that traditional responsibilities do not allow a demanding

cereer for a woman. Equally important are what the groups do

not say. They do not attribute the differences to greater

mathematical talent on the part of the women or to differences

in dominance of one or another cortical hemisphere, etc., which

were among the attempted explanations given by mathematicians

and psychologists whom we interviewed.



.10. When mathematicians at various meetings were asked to list

five outstanding contemporary mathematicians, a woman's name was

seldom given. The difficulty of the task was the embarrassment.

of riches. However, when they were asked to list five outstanding

contemporary women, many claimed that they did not know five and

some named none. Those who did name some women showed a slight

tendency for their choices to reflect their familiarity with a

given specialty or literature. For example, at the algebra con-

vention more algebraists were named, at the applied mathematics

convention more women in this area or in analysis or partial dif-

ferential equations , and at the international convention a few

limited themselves to mathematicians from their own countries.

To simplify the task, on the AWM questionnaire it was changed

to: Whom do you consider the three most outstanding contemporary

women mathematicians? NoW 50% of the women and 21% of the men

did not give even one name In part this may reflect resentment

of the question. About one-quarter of the women and fewer of

the men that they did not know any outstanding contemporary

women matuaticians. Those who gave reasons usually mentioned

their own lack of acquaintance with research literature and/or

the insufficient visibility of women mathematicians.

About half of the respondents listed one or more names.

There was more agreement among the men than the women. The top

three choiced for the men Were selected by 29, 23 and 23% of

them whereas the top thred for the women were selected by 17,

,12 and 9% respectively. There were some striking variations be-

tween the two groups, e.g., the fourth choice for the men (a

Russian analyst), who was named by 19% of them. was only-in ninth

rank for the women and received only slightly more than 2% of

their votes.

Nonetheless, there was some consensus among the wOthen and

men. They, agreed on the top three names, but not in the same

ranking. (We had previously interviewpd these outstanding

mathematicians as well as the next three choices made by the

women.) Moreover,,there were 25 names in common to the two

lists: Mcst of them were American. Their number, and"the quality

of their work and recognition, apparently give the lie to the

16



statement, which is attributed to unknown mathematicians in a

recent book Ion university antibias regulations,
3 that

there are only one or two female mathematicians in the whole

country who are qualified to hold a tenured position in a major

university. Several women on the list (whom we interviewed)

hold such positions and others are qualified to do so. While

women are certainly underrepresented-at the major universities,

it is not solely because of a lack of qualified candidates.

1 7
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Career Patterns and Interests

1'. The same proportion of the women and men had never considered

a career other than mathematics. Proportionately fewer women had

considered careers in engineering or the physical sciences (but

about the same in chemistry), or the biological sciences, medicine

or law, with the differences most striking for physics (13% vs.

33%) and engineering (8% vs. 33%).-

Career area % Females .% Males

no other considered 14 13

physics 13 33

--------chemistry 11 13

biology 5 8

engineering 8 33

medicine 11 15

More women had considered careers in computer science (10%

vs. 4%) and in education and teaching, other,than college teach-

ing of mathematics (16% vs. 10%). Also, relatively more women

had considered'careers in psychology and philosophy; in history

language and_literature, in art, as''well as in-Music, dance and

drama (13% vs. 4%). Only 3% of the women 'mentioned that they

considered a housewife career.

2'. Why did they prefer mathematics to each of the careers they

had considered? About a fifth-of th6-respondents_lid not_answer.

That they did not really "choose" mathematics over the 0th-dr--

careers (e.g.; that it just happened or they never made a deli-
.

berate choice among them) was mentioned by 18% of the women and

10% of the men. The others usually cited their liking, and ability

in mathematics or the nature cf mathematics itself.
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Reason for preferring mathematics

no response

did not "choose" math over other career

liked math better

did well or better in math

math more precise, challenging

math more creative
1

math more exciting

better'career opportunities

preferred academic career

no opportunity to pursue other

other fields not available to women

% Females % Males

20 19

18 10

29 19

12 19

17 31

14 13

7 17

12 8

9 2

7 8

4 0

Note that.more women than men mentioned the_career opportunities

offered by mathematics, and some stipulated that they preferred

an academic career (with its greater flexibility in time, scheduling,

etc.) that was opened to,them by mathematics.

3'. Over a fifth of the women and even more of the men (29%) had

never held a non-mathematical position. The women had held a

greater variety of such positions. About a fifth of each group

had been involved in teaching of non-mathematic4 subjects:

-Library work was reported by five times as many women (21% vs. 4%).

,Service positions for women (11%) were mainly waitress, house maid

and baby sitter, and for men (8%) mainly waiter and gas station

attendant. Office work, usually clerical and bookkeeping, were

reported by three times as many women (12% bs; 4%).

4'. The kinds of-mathematical positions that they had ever held

showed that somewhat more womep had taught on the pre-college

level (usually high-school) and more men on the college or univer-

sity level. About30% of each group had held non-academic.mathe-

matical positions with more women in computing and statistics, and

more men in industry and government.

1 9
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Mathematical positions

academic

pre-college

coilege or university

non-academic

computing

industry, governMent

statsstician

% Females 'Males

89 98

17 10

81 89

30, 31

12 6

11 23

6 . 2

5'. How was your career pattern influenced by your being a

female (or male)? About 70% of the womeh and 30%, of the men said

that it was influenced. The men mentioned that they were drafted

into the Army, that they got positions females would not get and'

that they had more time to' devote to careers than if they were

females. Of the females, 18% mentioned that their careers were

interrupted because of'family responsibilities and.15% that their

location of employment was dictated by their spouses' careers.

Only 7% mention that they had difficulties in combining job and

family responsibilities. A similar proportion note-that they

took an academic job .in order to have time for their families. or

because of itg flexible time schedule.

6'. A greater variety of mathematical specialties was listed by

the women and there were also differences in frequency of 'prefer-

ence. The top listings were as follows:

% Females

Algebra 23.0'

Analysisi.. -1-32._:
_

tropologY 16-.9

Mathematics Education 10.9

,

Males

Topology 23,1:

-38,5

Algebra..., -13.-..5H-
. _

Number Theory 11..:5:-

'Probability -and 'Probability and -
Statistics 8..6

: Statistids

.COmputer Science 6.9 Geometry: 5.8

: NuMber TheOry 4,6 1 ComputerScience: ::-.3.-9

r

Algebra given most

.
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for the men. Analysis was -the women's second choice but was the

men's first choice, chosen by three times as many of them. Top-
,

ology was chosen twice as often by the men. Is this:because

Algebra has more verbal content, while Analysis and TbpOlogy re-

quire more spatial perception? It is also interesting to specu-

late why Mathematics Education was tied for third rank by the

women but not even listed by the men.

7'. Various reasons were given for liking their specialties,

among them their practical applications (17% F and-23% M), their

structure and beauty (12% F and 8% M), and its relation to other

fields (4% F and 14% M), that they are fun (6% F and 8% M), and

their abstractness (3% F and 6% M). About 7% of the women but

nonebf the men noted that they like their specialties because

-they deal with people.
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AWM Respondents' Present Status

8'. The mean age of the female respondents is 37 years, of the

males 42 years. Nearly all have graduate degrees; it is note-

worthy that the highest degree was received within the past five

years by half ok the women and one-fifth of the men. The doc-

toral degree is held by 68% of the women and by significantly

more of the men, 98%. About 70% and 90% respectively are in

the academic world, where the men hold the higher ranks. Numbers

of years of employment as a mathematician average 10 for the women

and 17 for the men.

Data on morttal status shows that fewer are single and

divorced than in other studies of scientists.
4

single

married

divorced

% Females %-Males

26 12

63 83

9 6

Of those who-have been or are now married, over 70% have

children. Thus the average respondent, female or,malevis

married and has children - quite different fiOrn the usual con-

ception of a mathematician.
5

The spouses of both female and male respondents were-in

'professional occupitions, 36% in the academic world-for each

group. The spouse was a mathematician for 30% of the female

and 6% of the male respondents. Most respondents consider that

. mathematics is a good career for women and think it can fairly

readily be combined with marriage and faintly, especially with

the help of an understanding spouse. Some think it is easier

to do so for ifattematics than for other sciences, since it does

not usually require laboratory or special equipment, and can be

done at home. (If computers -should be needed for one'S work,

--11-±s-predicted that within a few yeas-they 'will be as close

as the nearest telephone.)

Comparisons of Single and married women respondents-showed

no statistically significant differences between them for.mean
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age, percentage with doctoral degrees, mean number of years

employed as a mathematician, or proportion at various academic

ranks. This-is not in line withi the contention,that'single

women Make the same career progress as men and that only married

women are disadvantaged (cf.'Lester, 1974, and the review of his

book,c.? To use marriage as an excuse for obstacles faced by women

mathematicians is inexcusable.- The following summarizes some of

the career data on single and married women respondents.

Mean age

Females

Single (n=92)-- Married' (n=221)
-

36.6 37.4

% highest degree bachelors 3.3 3.1

masters 27.1 31.8

doctoral 68.6 66.3

Mean years math employment 9.6 9.7

Of each group 4a1100Ut one-tenth are at the instructor level and

also at the full professor level, about one-third at the assistant

professor, and half as many at the associate professor level. (In

contrast none of the male respondents is an instructor, one-quarter

are associate professors and,one-half full professors.) Comparison

was also made of 93 women whose highest degree is the masters

degree with 239 who hold the doctoral degree (most but not all

Ph.D.'s). It shows that relatively more of'the former are in-
_ _

structors (18% vs.. 8%) and fewer associate professors (11% vs. 17%)

or full professors (4% vs. 12%). , In general,.our data reveal

more women at the lowest academic ranks and fewer at the highest -

ranks than the survey done in 1972 of women tvith the Ph.D. degree.
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International Problems

The problems with which the study is concerned are international

in scope. This was evident at the International Congress of Mathe-

maticians (ICM). The Congress, which is held once every four years,

met during August 1974 in Vancouver, Canada, at the University of

British Columbia. Its mathematics department kindly made available

data on the mathematicians registered for the Congress - who are

known as delegates - from which we extracted information about the

women. About 250 in number, they represented 7% of the approximately

3,500 delegates. The women came from 27 countries, the men from

72. One-quarter of the women delegates Were married to mathemati-

cians attending the Congreds, and some were accompanied by their

children. Only two of the hundred invited addresses were made by

women, an American and a French mathematician. The largest female

delegation, over 100 women, was from the United States and repre-

sented 8% of its delegates. The second largest, 35 women, was

from France and represented 14% of its delegates. This may reflect')

the higher ratio of women mathematicians in France. It is also

relatively high in Russia, where a book has appeared about-its

women mathematicians.

The numbers and percentages of women among the delegates

of selected countries to International Congress of Mathematicians

were as follows:

Country # Delegates # Women

France 245 35

United States. 1274 100

England 181

_Russia .

Japan 114

Canada .514

%..Women

---Female delegations, averaging abdut eight,-each, came Irom

Germany, Italy, and Japian-and, averaging about four each rom

Australia, Norway, and the USSR. Two female mathematicians O
,

from each of Finland, the Netherlands, and Scotland. east-

e female. mathematician -OMB #0111, eaC coun
,

ries:
0- ,
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Belgium, Greece, India, Iraq, Kenya, Kuwait, New Zealand,

Phillipines, Poland, Scotland, Vietnam and Yugoslavia.

When asked why there were relatively many female mathemati-

cians in France, one Frenchman said that it was because women

have had equality there for over a century. A French matheMati-

cian, a mother of a young_child, believed that a contributing

factor was the availability of household help. But another

French woman, a professor of mathematics, claimed that most female

mathematicians in her country have low ranking, insecure positiops,

and encounter discrimination similar to that faced by women else-7

where.

Various demographic and cultural factors have been suggested

to account for the different ratios of women mathematicians in

different countries. To dAl adequately with the barriers to

mathematical careers for women may call for international study

and cooperation.
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. Varied Attempts at Explanations

We asked mathematicians and psy ologists why there ard rela-
,

tively few women mathematicians. Many-an& diverse explanations

were offered. Marriage and family responsibilities were citeci_by

mathematicians from many countries.. Notinq. that these responsi-

bilities traditionally are assumed at about the -time of graduate

study and early research work,.and.pointing out that-the-resulting-

interruptions_are particularly disruptive in m cs because

of the early and relatively short creative: eading

European mathematician thought that they m expain °

why in his countrywomen were "well repre thfe graduate

students but not among the research ma alc
added that perhaps women do nct have as mu

matics or as much mathematical taaent or ability, as men.4

tions on these themes were heard from other mathematicians

worded more elegantly, from psychologists. It was noted. that

mathematics is essentially a lonely, a solitary activity, and that
. -

women are more socially, more people-oriented. Reference was made-

to the difficulty or mathematics, to the intenAe concentration and

devotion it requires, which women either are not willing or,not

able to give. One pug\mathematician chdracterized mathematica/

thinking as the purest, the highest type of thinking, devoid of

'the.nothe of reality. He intoned that women do not attain to

these'heights or are more easily distracted. Care was usually f

taken to point out that women.are not less intelligent than men--

but that they have different kinds of talents, skills-di. intelli-

gence (or that they are too smart to, go into itathematics). Psy-

chologists referred to sex differences in verbal skills and spatial

.perception. Such differences may-help to.explain why girls are

among the top winners in the-langua4e Olympics in-Poland, but not

the:mathematics Olympics in that country; or ours. These differ-
.

ences, as well as differences.in-perceptuaI restructuring, rigidity-
. . ,

flexibility and cognitive style, were attributed by psychologists

to various cultural and. biological' factors. They referred to'the

controversial hyPCAheses about the dominance of the_ieft:.cerebral

hemisphere in women ad the.right hemisphere in men.- rgut
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large, both mathematicians and psychologists stress that attitudes

toward, end social conceptions or misconceptions about women and

mathematics, contribute to the prot--lems Our findings about the

:career patterns of women mathematicians, ai-well as_ other evidence,
_

make us wonder to what extent members of both professions may

themselves be contributing to these udsconceptions.
6

2'7

.)
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Conclusions and Recommendations:

1. More iraried study and career opportunities:

a. There are areas which presently are in need of mathe-

matical personnel, such as operations research, computer science,

i and such interdisciplinary areas as mathematical biology.

Wohen would do'well to explore such areas.-
-

b. Mathematics can be applied, and women (and men) should

try to learn both mathematics_and an area to which they can opPly
_-

it, whether it be psychology, sociology, anthropology, architec-

ture, physics, mechanics, engineering, etc. It-kdeps-one from-

being narrow and increases job possibilities.

c. Women knowledgeable in mathematics should be able to

serve as counselors, perhaps "roving counselors," going to various

schools, to discuss career opportunities with students and staff.

d. Communication and mathematics make good combinations to

enhance public understanding of mathematics.

e. Women with a knowledge of mathematics and verbal skills

can turn to expository talks and articles and books to acquaint

others with mathematics: This can be a highly interesting

profitable field. The' biographies of mathematicians, 'for

can make fascinating :eading, as witness Conptance Reid's
7

book on Hilbert and her forthcoming book on Courant. t,

f. Teachers - good teachers - are.needed and may be in

demand after the public outcry over the drop in Math SAT scores.

g. Teachers, advisors, counselors seemed .to have the im-

pression that there were few Inathemotical career opportunities

and

example,

sui.erb

for women, which-may explain-in part some of theilliscouragement

and different treatment that they receliied,-,Students also voiced

this opinion and gave it as a reason for not majoring-in-mathe-

matics. For example, one first year college women student Wrote,

"If I thought that I could get a job using math, I .would change

my major to math right now." Others changed .their major from

'mathematics because they did not know of any job opportunities.

Generally students' did not know what to do with mathemAics ex-
,

cept to teach it. While the employment picture is not bright,

it is not as dismal as they paint it: Teachers, advisors and
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students should be kept informed of career opportunities in the

mathematical sciences.

2. Professional recommendations:

The recommendations-which have been received from various

sources refer'to more fellowships for those not affiliated with

a university or institute, special fellowships and scholarships

for women, child-care provisions in fellowships. Some respondents

thought that universities should broaden their conception of

community service to include raising of a family. Tenure provi7

sions need re-evaluation, in particular the "up or out" notion

and the stipulation of a specific number of years in which to

make:certain professional progress. Tenure for part-time work

was suggested (and is already in effect in a few universities,

e.g., the University of Waterloo). Redefinition was proposed of

the notion of'professional age, usually taken from the year of

the doctoral degree. 'Written and unwritten anti-nepotism laws

are particularly difficult for mathematicians because of the high

rate of intramarriage. Most chairmen whom we interviewed frowned

on hiring both husband and wife for positions with tenure or

leading to tenure. Some would do cmly if'both were the "best"

available for the given positions. The question was raised if

mathematicians can do their bes, work when husband or wife have

to commute long distances or be separated during the week, as

some younger couples are, in order that both be employed in

mathematical positions. While some departments go out of their

way not ,to hire a competent women because she is married to a

member of the department, others consider that it is no worse

than hiring an uncle and a nephew or two close friends. In recent

years more departments inclUde spouses both of whom have.tenurew

We interviewed several such husband-wife teams, as well as their

colleagues, and they-did not report any special problems. Also

mentioned as possibilities were shared teaching and more. part-

time positions.

29
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3. Implications for Instructional Improvements:

a. There are ways of presenting mativ_matical material to

enhance flexibility and perceptual restructuring. One way is to

combine the problem solving 'approach of George P61ya8 with the

Gestalt psychological approach of Max Wertheimer.
9

This has laen

done by my husband and me with respect to the teaching of area

of regular polygons and volumes of regular solids. We have had

good results with boys and girls in the elementary schocl grades.

Years ago we applied the approach to high school geometry with

the result that two groups of about 15 girls each who had failed

the New York State geometry regent examination passed with an

average grade in the 80's. We are now applying it to selected

topics in the calculus and hOpe to expand this work. Related

to it is our attempt to develop material, suitable for students

and teachers, based on historical development of the calculus.

b. The educational pendulum has swung from rote learning

by drill to teaching of abstract structures and set theoretical

terminology . These may be dentral to foundations-of mathe

matics but not to concrete mathematical problems. What we are

advocatingare-problem solving approaches which enable the

learner, to get insights into the particular structure of a par-

ticular problem and to become more adept at recentering so as to

arrive at a possible solution. Such an approach can be combined

ci

with learning by drill or, learning to make certain-skills habitual.

Mechanization has a place in learning mathematics. 'Also empha-
-

sized is the:distinction between a good guess and a bad guess,

between a good error and a bad error.

c. Tests of flexibility-rigidity have been used and show

sOmewhat less flexibility for 'women, probably as a reiult of

internal and external factors. The use of problems_ that- involved

finding areas by restructuring figures showed mathematics students

to beThetter than those not studYing mathematics, and females not

quite as good as males. The finding maY be related to differ-

ences in flexibility,or to differences in sp-atial perceiition.

What is required is to find Tethods which can teach,studerlts to

becoMe more flexible and more adept at Problem solving. -This
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will not necessarily make girls winners of national Putnam mathe-
\

matical contests or Mathematical Olympics but it-May enable-More

girls .(and more boys) to learn how to approach mathematical problems

,and how to enjoy them.

d. A historical-cultural approach, emphasizing the people \

who discovered or created mathematics and the times in which,
11

these occurred. Concern with the humanistic aspects of mathematics
12

may make it more appealing to both females and males. The roles:

of mathematics in our society should also be dealt'with, so tha

students have some idea of what mathematicians do. Considerat

should be given to a course on the senior high school or first

year college level that acquaints students with various options

that could be followed for further study, e.g., applied mathe-
1

matics, operations research, computer science.

on

e. A concern with intuitive-recreational mathematics, from

the lower grades to the adult education level. Our resPondents

were often attracted to mathematics because it was fun; stress

on the fun and puzzle-solving aspects of mathematics May help to

dispel some of the fear of the subject. Mathematical skills and

routines would still have to be learned, and even made habitual,

so that they are available for problem-solving and puzzle-solving,

and for the many ways in which mathematics is used by citizens of

scientific society. 'Theorem-proving ahould be stressed in

courses 'Such as geometry which also attracted many-of ourrespondents
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4. Impact on university:

The study has fostered an interest in women and by women con-

cerning Rensselier Polytechnic Institute. _ It difficult to

separate this impact from that of other attempts that have been

-going-on_to encourage women and to encourage a humanistic

historical-cultural outlook.-
0

a. There are now more women mathematics majors

Two years ago there were no female mathematics majors

ating class. This year 20% of the senior mathematics

women,with women leading the class academically.

b. There are more women mathematics graduate students and

more who receive the Ph.D. degree. It was four years ago that the

first women received the doctoral degree from our, department and

now a total of four have received it and others-are _well along the

at 1Rentpelaer.

in: the gradu-

majors are

way.

c. TI am. scheduled to talk aboutmy study .on March 8, 1976,

at a mathematics colloquium at Rensselaer.

d. RPI has introduced an interdisciplinary degree which

allows student to combine mathematics with psychology, sociology,

or communication.

e. A minisemester course entitled "Sex Differences in the*'

1.

-

Mathematical Sciences," was given in January 1975, led by myself

a sociologist and a psychologist.

f. Our department is developing a portrait...,and:,1b4Ographical----.
,

display of famous mathematicians, includi*women -ma. ema, ician

g. A Leibnitz Aisplay is being developed in honor ,'Of -the

300th anniversary in 1976 of his work on the calculus. l,sAs

sions of Technology at Rensselier,;the WOr

'..-4.1

Human 27,

being sponsored by the Center for the Stu

-
----,4-,

by a historian of mathematic's and a.mathemati
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5. Problems that arose:

a. The scope was too ambitious, too many approaches were

attempted and have not been completed. ,However, some of the

-approaches_look very-promising and it is hoped to explore them

fUrther. In particular, it is hoped to study more psychologists

responses this year and to compare them further with mathemati-

cians!_responses. We hope also to particularize some of the
_

curriculum suggestions.

b. A related problem, was the underestimation of funds

.for travel and for analysis of data.

c; Questionnaires took a long time to develop; and returns

came in unevenly, and in fact are still coming in.

d. There is some difficulty in interpreting data which

is qualitative and emotionally laden and to get it in a form

for quantitative analySis.

_ e. _ It is difficult to.implement some of the suggestions

that grew rout of the study. Some require societal changes,

some are outside the Foundation's province, or could best be'

handled by outside funding.

4

33
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6. Improvements the Foundation Might Make:

a. Provide grants directly to individuals who have shown

talent in mathematics and promise of research (broadly inter-

preted), whether or not they are connected with an academic

-= proviSions in grants and fellowihips.

c. Support the preparation of brochures, slides

on-women in mathematics and on mathematical careers.

d. Support "roving counselor" programs in which women

mathematicians would visit high schools and meet with counselors,

and films

teachers-v:4nd students.

e. Support interdisciplinary curriculum development for a

program in mathematics and comiriunication in order to dispel cer-
.

tain social conceptions of mathematics and-of-mathematicians and

to lead to better public understanding of mathematics; There is

no other discipline of which there is so little public understanding--

(cf. Lynn A. Steen ).
13

f. support the development and maintenance of historical-

cultural-mathematical displays-.

g. Support study to find out why a relatively small number

of universities and mathematics doctoral advisors accourit'for'a

large number of the Ph.D. degrees,received by women in-the United

States. What can be learned from the atmosphere in the- stitu-

tions and the attitudes and approaches of these prOfeSsOrs?

h. Support educational studies to implemen

suggestions for curriculum changes which were propqse

. i. Support further studies of comparisons-
:,

career patterns and problems of women'in mathemia.4.c

disciplines, such as psychology, Liology, dentiStry; le
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level algebra class were asked to name famous women mathematicians, 24
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Notices, November 1975, Vol. 23, 47, pp. 363-364.

14. In this connection it is interesting that a study of women

dentists is being done by Dr. Grace Austin of the New Jersey

College of Dentistry.. With regard to psychologists, it-is of

interest to consider an article on the marital statue of female

and male psychologists at the mastere° or doctors level; Cuca,
-

Janet, Women psychologists and marriage: A bad match? APA Monitor,
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reports.
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- Appendix A

Questionnaires

Questionnaires foi:

(a) Mathematicians

(b) Graduate students in mathematics

(c) Undergraduate majors in mathematics

(d) Undergraduate non-mathematics majors

These are some of the questionnaires that have been Used.

Others which have been or are being developed.include,corres-

ponding quesiionnaires for psychologists. Vie have alio used

-various tests of flexibility-rigiditi and of perceptual restrucL

turing in mathematical problems. The resulting data will be-

described in future reports.
0 -
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Rensselaer Polytechnic InstituteTroy, New York 12181

I,

Department of Mathematic& Sciences

May ,1975

Dear AWM Member:

What attracted you to mathematics? What persons or factors
encouraged or discouraged you in your, mathematical studies and in
your professional career? Should more women be encouraged to seek
careers in the mathematical sciences? Assuming that thef should,
what could be done to encourage them? Please answer these and
related questions on the enclosed questionnaire. It is being sent
to AWM members as part of a study of the underrepresentation,of
women in the mat ematical sciences that is.being done under a grant
from .the Nationa Science Foundation, administered by the Education
Directorate.

Have you b en treated differently in your studies or in your
professional ca eer because of being a women (or a man,_in the .

case oa our mal AWM members)? If so, please tellAis about.your
experiences. D you have any ideas about' what can be done to

, better the prof ssional life of mathematicians? Do you advocate
any changes in he teaching of mathematics to attract more female
(and male) stu ents? Plpase tell us your suggestidns.. Kinaly
use the back o the questionnaire or additional sheets for more
detailed answe s or comments. ,

Individua questionnaires are entirely confidential and will
never be ident'fied in any reportS. Quali,tative and, quantitative
analyses are ilanned of the data. The AWM membership will be kept
informed of tile findings of the study.

Efforts have been made to keep the questionnaire length and
format'reasonable. Please take the time to answer it now, if
possible. It will be very much appreciated if you complete and
return it, preferably within a week. A stamped self-addressed
emmslope is enclosed for your convenience. In order that as many
AWM members as possible be represented in this study, your-coopera-
tion is earnestly requested.

Edith H. Luchins
professOi of Mathematics
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR MATHEMATICIANS

Please use the back of the questionnaire or other sheets for more detailed
answers or comments.

1. At what age, or in what period of your life, did you first become
interested in mathematics? What attracted you to it?

2. At what age, or in what period of your life, did you decide on a
career in mathematics? What were your reasons for this decision?

3. What people or factors encouraged or facilitated your decision to
be a mathematician?

4. What people or factors discouraged o'r hampered your decision to be
a mathematician?

5. Were you treated differently because of being female (or male) as a
mathematics student ox as a matheme-.ics professional? If possible,
give examples: (a) on the pre-coliege level; (b),on the undergraduate
level; (c) on the graduate level; and (d) on the professional level.

6. Assuming that women should be encouraged to consider mathematics
as a career, what changes do you think should be madef (a) on the
pre-college level; (b) on the tindergraduate*level; (cron the
graduate level; and (d) on the professional level?

Do you think that at the present time more women should be encouraged
to study mathematics? !Why or why not?

If a talented female mathematics student is considering mathegtatics
as a careei, possibly combined with marriage and .family,,what'advice
would you give her?

...Why'do you think that there have been relativelyfew womenmathematidiantft
And 'why are:there relatively .few atpresent?H,
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Whom 6you consider the three most outstanding contemporary
women mathematicians?

Career Patterns and,Interests

1. Please'list career choices you have considered besides mathematics.
\

. Why did you prefer mathematics to each of the listed careers?

Please list the kinds of non-mathematical positions that you have

held.

. Please list the kinds of mathematical positions that you have held.

. How was your cAeer pattern influenced by your being a female
(or a male)?

Your particular branch or specialty in mathematics is

What do you like about your particular specialty in mathematics?

your age Sex .
1

Highest degree- Date of degree

.Marital status , .Spouse's occupation

1

NUmber and ages of children' - ..
,-

Number of years employed as a mathematician

If presently, employed, rank or title

/ 4.Name (optional)

lease return the completed questionnaire to:

Profesior,Edith H. Luchins
DepArtment of Mathematical Sciences
Rensselaer Polytechnic Instit te
Troy, New York 12181



Questionnaire for Graduate Mathematics Students

Name Age Sex

Highest degree attained

Undergraduse education at

with major it'.

omMIN=MIWWwwknima1M4*11Lot

Part I

1. When did you first decide to be a mathematician? and
why? 1111

Ammimommaimmimmoommoom .emmia

2. If you have thought of other career choices, please deg-
:tribe them. =imilleat11.;;...8.

3. If you majored in mathematics on the undfirgraduate le4e1,
hy did.you do so?

talem .... twoommtmatv. .......1111Ift.14.
annossomotroommotat.11 40.

4, I.Why did you decide to.do graduate work in mathematics?
(..1. .*OW IvM1MIN141.11 0M -.

Oft1110111.11.10.1,1111411 .....-Mty.
. With regard to yOin. decision to be'a mathematiciano0hat:

eople:or factors encouraged, helped:or facilitated itl

elyaMVO IMMY .M.V1.M v. inOWM.MENOMUIMaa'.y..m 11 .110.111.11

. 6. Vith regard to yonr decision to be a matheMaticiata,.wha
?eople or factors discouraged, hampered or resisted itl

.t.

.11 wit sal.twOM.,. .111.MMOV 6..
. .-.w.umw emlowe 000101=001M/M=ilf

7.--.'Why do you think that there .are relatiVely fewwomen in
mathematics?

te.111011Ittomil....a...................... .....=

2.
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8. Do you think that mathematics is a geod career for s
woman? , Please eiplain your answer.

mown..

9. Do you think that More Women should be encouraged to study
mathematics?. Please expigtn. 111100...0111.1111

10. What can be. done to attract more women to msthematics?

11.111.11.=r1, rm....r....o...mwmg1.1.11=ftrommo

Comments on Part / Of the'questionnaire:

4 3

(2)
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Part II

'Please answer this part even though it may InvolVe repetitions
of previous answers. Coinplete or check all that are applicable.

le. How old Imre you when_you first became interested in
'Arithmetic?

120 Did you like arithmetic in elementary achool?
cm very much .= somewhat. = not et all

c. ,Vere you good at. arithmetic inelementery sChool?
r.= very good somewhat. = not at all

.2a0 Check those that influenced Your decisiOn to be a math-
ematician0

r:ielemo school teacher
parents
siblings

c= \friends
c= others'

In high school
= teachers of -math

teachers of science
= other teachers

students

In College
cm teachers of math
cz teachers of.ecience
E:3 other.teachers.
.= Students

. b. If feasible put 1 next to the most important influence
above 2 next to the second most important, etcc

3a, Please-indicate your degree of satisfaction, with the
following . .

waya your elon. school. math Will taught
:content'of elementary school math
texts for elementary school iath
wey your high school meth wes taught
content of high school. math

-texts-for:high-school Math
waY yoUr'college math Wastaught
content Of college math
tewt for:college math

b,

highly.
satisfied

C:1

Any suggestiOns.for improvements? ,

,=m1=v

somewhat
satisfied

not at all
satisfied

.1.1111.001110!

....1101PIINI.0,11M..11111.110..... IMMEPWAMOMM.Ok
ONIML4.11MOIMMINM.0.0.111.ows......... ANIIa0

1
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4a. Of 'the following features of mathematics, please .check

: those that appeal to yom.

logical nature
rlgorous nature
deri4ation of proofs
research

cm problem sclving

cm need not be verified empirically
no laboratory work

cm can be applied to physical worle
compufer aspects

cm other

' b. If feasible, put 1 next to the feature that appeals to

yeu uMat,, 2 next to the second most appealing., etc.

c. 'What is it that You like about each of the features that
appeals to you and dislike about each of the others?

. M1 Mi/..111.110............../
Ortl.1.0WINNIIIIMMIWYOI.

11/110..011 /...bor. MOM.
OM/ ....w.10MMTENN...rassWay*r .mmoaw100.0.....warOp 011=1111r..1110

1.....4
4.0N01/11.1111110

0M .-pWise. .mMe .V.MOwayMOINN.1

Comments 6n Part II of the questionnaire:

4 5

(4)

..11/.111111
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Questionnaire for Undergraduate Mathematics Majors'--

7,7
Influencen on Academic Is:Mere:fits

-
A. Age

2. Sex

3. 'fear in:school (Major

4. When did-you decide to major-in math?

5. What other areas did you consider majoring in:before you decided on mathematics?
(List in order of preference)

6. Why did you Choose math?

math41 strong preference? .

. -

.8. Are you happy with your choice? Why?

9.. DO you ever consider changing you* major? Why? To.vhat? why

X0. When did you.first become interested in-math?
,
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12.- What did you like and dislike about each? Why?

13. What interested you the most in each? Why?

4. What math courses have you taken:in c011ege?-

15. What have you liked and disliked about each one. Why?

-16. What.has interested you the most in eaCh one? Why?

-17. What'is your average grade in college math courses?

8. Ult.:grades for eadh-coutse you've taken and indidate vhat feature:contributed a..
- _ _

your success or failure.to adhieve your-goal as far am...grades Were;cancerned
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List in order of preference any cereere-youvould_like to-pursue.

.20. ?idea an X by,those that you think are math telated.

21. Indicate those things that have encouraged you in Pursuing your major.including

beoks4.echool experiences, out of.school experiences, friends, teachers, parents,

other people. .

.. Indicate those.things that have discouraged you :.

23.- What has influenced, you the most? Why?

,

Whatother Areas:de you have some interest in?..
-

lkijo0:think math offers



School
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Questionnaire

Year in School

Age Sex

:L. What are you majoring in? Why are you majoring in this area?

When did you decide to major in this area?. What influenced pitir choice?

. What career or careers do you think you might pursue?

. What other career possibilities have interested you?

_

What courses.have'you taken in mathematics in high schbol and in
collegd? What wei'e your reactions to them?

. What career opportunities.do you think.are open to someone who.majors
mathematics?7

re..

\

Why do you think relatively few women major in mathematics?

. What do you think/could be;done to encourage more women to major in
mathematics?

Do you think more women should be encouraged to enter the mathematical
sciences?

. Comments.

4



Appendix B

Tables of Responses

There follow summary tables of responses on the questionnaire

sent to AWM members. Computer analysisthas also been undertaken

of the data and has yielded statistics on correlations and levels

of significance. These will be discussed in forthcoming reports

which will also give more of the qualitative responses,' including

excerpti from questionnaires s well as from interviews.

czt.
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,Table 1. Responses to Question 1 by AWM Members.

#1 At what age, or in what-period of yousr *life, did you first become
interested in mathematics? What attracted you to it?

Females (n=350) Males (p=52)
. # % # %

0-6 45 12.9 9 17.3

7-,11 77 22.0 15 28.9

12-17 184 52.6 21 40.4

d. 8-21 22 6.3 6 11.5

e. 22 25 0 0 1 1.9

, f. aft grad. sch. 6 1.7 0 d

g. no re onse. _lk 4.6 _a. o

Totals 350 52

a. was good t it. 73 20.9

b. liked numbe s. 13 3.7

c.,,orderliness structure,
beauty.

d. word problems, uzzle
solving.

e. applications, use ul in
other fields.

f. algebra

g. geometry

h. trigonometry

1. calculus

3. grade school level

k. high school level

1. college level

m. impressed by teachers.

Totals 424

4

15.4

7.7

43 12.3 9 17.3

33 9.4 2 3.-9

10 2.9

33 9.4

34 9.7

3 .9

3 .9

14 4.0

\ 77 22.

1.8 5.1

70 20.0

3 5.8

2 3.9

3 5.8

0 0

1 1.9

5 9.2

6 11.5

1 1.9

9 17.3

53
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Table 2. Responses to Question 2 by AWM Members.

#2 At what age, or in what period in your life did you decide on a
career in mathematics? What were your reasons for this decision?

Age

Females (n=350) Males ;(n=52)

# %

a. 0-6 0 0

b. 7-11 10 2.9

c. 12-17 115 32.9

d. 18-21 149 42.6

e. 22-25 25 7.1
,

f. after grad sch. 33 9.4

g. no response. 18 5.1

Totals 350

Why

a. was good at it 92 26.3

b. liked it, enjoyed it. 116 33.1

c. encouraged by .parents &
friends. 13 3.7

d- encouraged by teachers &
33 9.4

advisors.
1. at H.S. level 15 -4.3

2. at college level 14 4.0

3. at grad. level 0 .0.0

e. preferred math to other
75. 21.4

disciplines.
1.. over eiperimental --

sciences. 36--- 10.3

2.- over engineering 11 3.1

3. over nonscientific
disciplines. 28 8.0

f. job opportunities. 44 12.6
,

g. applications in other fields,22 6.3

h. financial aid in grad. sch001,8 2.3

1. liked problem solving. 9 2.7

j. orderliness'& structure
that is mathematics.

k. wanted to teach.

1.-in H.S. , ::_:.

. in College; University

0 0

3 5.8

)13
25.0

24 46.2

9 17.3

2 3.9

1 1.9-

52

12 23.1

26 50.0

1.9

2 3.9

0 0.0

2 3.9

0 0.0

13 25.0

12 23.1

3 5.8

21 6.0

53 15.1

17 49
15 4.3:

Totals -622

a.
4

7.7

7.7

0.0

3.9
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Responses to Question 3 by AWM Members.

#3 What people or factors encouraged or,facilitated your decision td be

a mathematician? .

Factor's"
a. hone

b. ability in math, liked
math.

c. preferred exactness &

elegance of math to other
sciences. 11 3.1

d. acceptable alternatives
did not exist. 8 2.3

e. acceptable employment did
not exist. 1.4

f. appliCations of math to
other fields.

g. fellowships, other aid
available 20 5.7

h. future job opportunities 14 4.0 -

i. attended all girl school. 14 4.0

Totals 159

Females (n=350) Males (n=52)
# % %

23 6.6

54 15.4

10 2.9

People

a. none 29 8.3

b. family,friends. 132 37.7

c. colleagues. 20 5.7

d. teachers 224 64.0

1. at pre-college level' 102 29.1

2. at under grad level 109 31.1

3. at grad level 21 6.0

. advisors 31 8.9

1. at pre-college level 5 1.4

.

2. at under grad level 12 3.4

3. at grad level 9 2.6

f. at professiohal level. 4 1.1

people (includes b,c,d,e f) 273 78.0

Totals 971

4

2

7.7

9.6

0.

0 0

16

5 9.6

14 26.9

3 5.8

36 69.2

7 13.5

20 38.5

8 15.4

7.7--

0

0

0 0

1 1.9

80.8
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Table 4. Responses to Question 4 by AWM Members.

#4 What people or factors discouraged or hampered yodr decision to be
a mathematician? \

--

Factors
a.

b.

none
-:i

unavailability of jobs
1. didn't want to teach

c."lack of self confidence
d. factors were based on

one's sex
1. feeling that a woman

could not succeed in
the predominantly
!'maleh'fjeld

2.-did not.want a
traditional job, e. .

teaching H.S.
e. no role models
-f. nature of math itself
g. traditional responsibilities

(as child-rearing) took
precedence

a. none

b. family

c. colleagues

d. teacherS
1. male
2. female
3. at H.S.
4. at undergrad.level
5. t grad.level

Females

89
236

(n=350)

25.-4
67.4 '

Males

12
39

18 5.0
\

3

3 .9 0

10 2.9 1
27 7.7 1

9 2.6 0

4 1.1 0

9 2.6 0'
11 3.1 2

.

11 3.1 0

(n=52) ..

23.1
75.0

5.8
0

0
0
3.8

0

162 46.3 14 26.9
160 45.7 37 71.2

59 16.9 7 13.5
,

22 6.2 o 0

73 20.9 4

4 1.1 0

0 0 0

14 4.0 1
29 8.3 2

37 10.6 1

e. advisors 37 1,0.6

1. at H.S. 6 /1.7
2. at undergrad level 12 / 3.4
3. at grad level 22 6.2

reasons based on sex were 65 18.6,

given above
1. as "not a job for

woman" 22 6.2
2. "go into education

instead" 6 1.7

non-sexist reasons were--
given

h. severe discouragpment was_,
encountered 2.6

4 . ..1.1 -

klO :FACtors ,,steople

-.4. no response,

114 32.6

/25 7.1

54

2

0
0

1

7.7
0 0

0

1.9
3.8
1.9
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Table 5. Responses to Question 5 b WM Members, 4

1

#5 °Were you treated differently because of being a female as a zdathematice
student or as a mathethatics professional? If possible give examples
on-each of-the following levels: a) pre-college b) undergraduate
c) graduate d) professional.

,

. Pre-College
1) Not treated differently 252 72.0' 49 94.23

- 2),Yes . 81 23.14 3, 5.77
a) encouraged to_enter traditional

"female positiors" 16 4.57
b) treated as :'strange" by peers _18 , 5.14
c) less dethandi placed on.females 10 2.86
d) discouraged by family :4 1.14-

a' e).discouraged by faculty- 10- 2.86
f),discouraged by advisors 12 , '3.43

g) went to all girls school 21 6.0
'(inapplicable)

h) girls given lower--gradee . 3 0.86
II.Undergraduate level .

1) Not treated differently 229 65:43 48 92.31
2) Yes 91 26.0 4 7.69

a) discouraged by faculty. 26 7.43
b) discouraged by advisor 7 2.0'

_

c) competence and desire doubted,
not taken seriously (need to
"prove" oneself) 28 8.0

d) less financial aid than melee 1 0.29°
e) ,encouraged only to teach math

in secondary schoolsql, 9 2.57
f) went to all girls school 36 10.29

(inapplicable)
III.Graduate level

1) Not treated differently 186 53-14 48 :-92.31
2) Yes 150 .42.86 4 7.69

a) discouraged by advisors and
professors, not taken seriously 65 18.57

b) lees financial aid than males- 18 5.14
c) confronted by the assumption

that a woman would-get married
and not finish her degree -16 '4.57

d) small amount of peer contact,
less chance to stildy with peers,
not accepted soci4ly 16 .4.57

0-denied admission to a school 6 1.71
IV.Professional leirel .

1) not treated differently 126 36.0
2) Yes ,

190 54:29
a) lower salary than equally or

less qualified males .41 11.71
b) less advancement-potential 39 , 11.14

,c) not giveni tenure 7. 2.0
d) denied emPloyment 24 6.86
e) competence doubted: - 29 8;29

Females (n=350) Males', (n=52

#

50- 96.15.
2 '

55
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Table 5. (Continued)'

IV.2)f) offered possition only after all
other qualified males had been
offered the position r

g) inference of being hired because
of legal obligations (fi1ith4
% quotas for minorities)?

h) confronted w/peer feelings-that
as married woman, she, was taking
away a----jbb that a family man
needed \:

i) not informed of planning,
pr ec s, informal group

etin s (hence not truly
accept d by peers)

j) never orked as a professional
mathematician

k) less opportunity for summer
school employment

1) prOblems related to social
relations with peer workers
(e.g. dating discouraged) 22

V. Treated differently, but felt this was
an advantage 7

NI.Treated differently in a severe and
damaging way 13 3.71

Females n=350) Males (n=6.2)-

7

1.71

5 1.43

14 4.0

3 0.86

6.29

2.0
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Table 6. Responses to Question 6 by AWM Members.

-#6 Assuming that. women should be encouraged to consider mathematics as a
career, what changes should be made: a) at the pre-college level
b) on the undergrad lever c) on the grad level d) on the professional

level
, Females (n=350) Males (n=52)

1. No Response
2. none, at all levels

A. 1. none needed at pre-college'level
2. more role models ."----

3. equal treatment of malesl&
females .

4. make teachers & advisors more
aware of the career opportunities
in mathematics

5. change attitudes, eliminate
stereotype of mathematics as
unfeminisic

,

. put greater emphasis on math,
encourage 4 years .

encourage women, stop dis-
couraging them

B. 1. none needed at undergrad level
2. more role models
3. equal treatment.for males and

females
4. make career opportunities knowm
5. change attitudes, eliminate

stereotypes
6. actively encourage talented women,,

recruit them.
7: stop discouraging them,-

C. 1. none needed at grad level
'2. more role models
3. equal treatment
4. change attitudes, eliminate

stereotypes
5. recruit women
6. encourage women
7. offer fellowship money on.basis of

ability alone and offer more of it
8. offer greater possibilities for

part time study .

D. 1. none needed at professional level
2. more role models
3. equal treatment in salary &

responsibilities
,

4. actively recruit women

#. %

37 10.57 10 19.23

16 4.58 5 9.62
7 2.0 0 0.0

58 16.57 9 17.31

50 14.29 10 19.23

74 N 21.14 11 21.15

126 36.0 22 42.31

39 11.14 3 5.77

42 12.0 5 9.62
13 3.71 3 5.77

75 21.43 6 11.54

33 9.43 5 9.62
36 10.29 4 7.69
75 21.43

,

14 26.92

22 6.29 i 7.69

6 1.71 1 1.92

13 3.71 3 5.77
72 20.57 7 13.46
42 12,0 7 13.46
76 21.71 10._ 19.23

3 .86 r 1.92
12 3.431" 3 5.77.

12 3:43 N 2 3.85

\

1

-I 2.0
_

N. u 0.0
3 .86 \\1 1.92

43 12,29 7\, 13.46

61 17.43. 1 \ 13.46
8 2.29 1

\
\ 1.92

5. make shared positions available, .7.-3 .86 0 '\ 0.0

eliminate nepotism restrictionS-I- 1.144 0 NA. 0

'
7. allow maternity leaves 5 a.43 a 1:92N\ .

8. need 'more serious part time jobs ,

available .

21 6.0 2 3.85N
9. allow for more flexible hours 11 ),'... 3.14 2 3.85

10. day care needed. °
8 /...----- 2:29 0 0.0

11. change attitudes 75 22.29 8 15.38

stop discouraging women 6 , 1.71 0 0.0
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---#7 1:)0 you think,
encouraged to
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7.. Responses to Question 7 by AWM Members.

that at the present time, more women should be
study mathematics? Why or why not?

Females (n=350)

I. no response - no opinion

II.Yes

a. no reason given
b. why not?
c. so as to eliminate the

current imbalance
d. greater presence of women

can help mathematics
e. for those persons who are

highly talented
f. since good math background

is vital in many other
areas.

g. women are bet.ter than men
.in math

h. university teaching is
excellent career for
women

i. should not waste this
untapped talent

j. job opportunities are
available to women now

k. to the extent that they
should not be discouraged

1. everyone should be
encouraged to study what-
ever they please

m. men & women should be given
equal opportunities & equal
encouragement

n. however, Jobs are scarce
oi but consider non-academic

careers and applications

Totals
III.No

a7-no reason given
b. no one (either sex) should

be encouraged
c. jobs are not available

(for either sex)
d. excePt for those who

are highly talented.-
e. because of the present

attitudes towards women
f. people should be

encouraged to do whatever
they wish.
not a good job for a woman

Totals
IV. If and only if student is

highly talented
(neither yes nor no)

Males (n=52)

5.7715 4.29 3

75 21.43 7
8 2.29 1

12 3.43 8

19 5.43 0

35 10.0 2

23 6.57

5 1.43

.86 0

7 2.0 3

1 6 1.71 2

9 2.57 2

21 6.0

13 3.71 4
12 3.43 3

19 5.43 1

282 80.57

3 .86 0-

7 2.0 1

27 7.71 6

10 10.0 1

1 .29 0

13.46
1.92

15.38

0.0

3.85

1.92

0.0

0.0

5.77

3.85

3.85

3.85

7.69
5.77

1.92

75.0

0.0

1.92

11.54

1.92

"0.0
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Table 8. Responses to Question 8 by AWM Members.

#8 If a talented female math student is considering mathematics as
a career, possibly combined with marriage and,a family, what
advice would you give her? \

, Females. (n=350) Males (n=52)
# % # %

1. no response 17 4.86 2 3.85
2, none 16 4.57 4 7.69
3. don't know 13 3.71 2 3.85-
4. yes-do it 165 47.14 26 50.0 '* =

5. no-don't do it 2 0.57 1 1.92
6. get as much education as

possible - 11 3.14 1 1.92.
7. be versatile, include

usable subjects 17 4.86 0

a. such as statistics 3 0.86 0

, b. such as computer science 3 0.86 0

c. such as mathematics
suitable for industry 5 1.43 0

8. attend a school which has
female faculty members 1 0.29 0

9. attend an all women school as ,

an undergrad 1 0:29 0

10. choose husband carefully, need
understanding spoUte 63 18.0 11 21:15

11. don't marry untilcareer is
underway, or not at all 17 4.86 2 3.85

12. postpone having children 30. 8.57 2 3.85
13. don't have a family 5 '17. 1.43 .0

14. have a small family 1 '. 0.29 0

15. Beware: your career goals and
your spouse's thay not always
agree. 15 4.29 3.85

16. Beware: It is very difficult
to.cothbine traditional family ,

duties with the traditional
math career. 17 4.86 3 5.77

17. success demands full time
immersion 5 1.43 1 1.92

18. be professional, take career
as seriously as-a man would 19 5.43 4 7.69

19. It will take a great deal .,

of energy 9 2.57 1 1.92
20. don't take.time off. 11 3.14 3 5.77
21. can't use family as excuse

for poor performance 0.572 0

22. keep.at it at least part time,
don't .get stale 9 2.57 0

23. be prepared to give up your.
sexuality _ 1 0.29 0

24. be prepared for discrimination,
4' will have to prove one self 16 .4.57 2 3.85
25. math is a good career to

:combine. with family 14' 4.0 .0

26. do it, math is good-back-
ground for many careers 0 0.0 0

27..find good day care 7 2.0 .0

28. get good household help 7 2.0 0
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Table 8. (Continued).

#8 (Conflnued)

29. find other feMale professionals
to-confide in

30. be confident, don't get
discouraged

31. beware, jobs are scarce
-32. it may not be worth

the hassle
33. be flexible
34. you will'be expected to hold

2 jobs: housekeeper & math'n
35. be prepared for the diffi-

culties that will arise
36. be agressive
37,. you and spouse must have

mutual underdtanding
Concerning career and
family priorities

38. don't marry a mathe-
matician.

39. place your family first

60

Females
#

4

10
11

(n=350)
%

1.14

2.86
3.14

0.57

Males
#

1

0

,
4

/ `--

i / 0

(n=52)
%

1.92

7.69

2.29 ir0
2 0.57 0

38 13.86, 7 13.46
4 1.14 1 1.92

13 3.71 3 5.77

4 1.14 0

2 0.57 0
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Table 9. Responses to Question 9 by AWM Members.

#9 Why do you think that there have been relatively few women
mathematicians, an4 why are there few at present?

1. no response

2. mathematics is not a special case.
a. The proportion of females in

mathematics is the same as in
other sciences.

. Foi the same reasons that there
are few females in 'other

,
disciplines.

.social and cultural reasons .

a. females are discouraged at an
early age. .

b. females are subject to differ-
ent experiences and treatment
when young.

c. academic interests are not
encouraged.

d. belief that mathematics is
not feminine but masculine.

e. females are discouraged from
competing with-men. ,

f. teachers and parents have
lower expectations of
females.

g. femalds are not encouraged
to think in terms of careers.

° h., traditional responsibilities
do not allow a demanding
career. r

4. women prefer other disciplines
and careers
a. more people oriented fields.
b. more creative disciplines.
c. women are brought up to think

in practical terms and not
abstract ones.

d. the nature and image of
mathematics discourages .

women.
e. women are'-not logical

5. women are discriminated against
. %

a. with respect to career avail-
ability and advancement
potential. .

b. I4ith respect to graduate
school, admissions and
awarding of financial aid .

Females (n=350)

35 10.0

ii 6.0

7 2.0

.

l4 .., 40

273 78.0

57 16.3

23 6.6

55 15.7

73 20.9

21 6.0

13 3.7

.44 12.6

55, 15.7

22 6.3
5 1.4
3 .9

5 1.4

5 1.4\
1 0.3

77 22.0

31 8.9

30 8.6

Males (n=52)
%

4 7.7-

3 5.8

,1 1.9

39 75.0

6 11.5

4 7.7

3 5.8

10 19.2

3 5.8

8 15.4

1.9

2 3.8
0
0

1.9

0.

0

14 26.9 .

3 5.8

3\ 5.8

c. different treatment at :.undergraduate level. 18 \ 5 8
different treatment at pre-
college 'level. 10 2 9 4

. \

\\7.7

]. 4
A



Tables - 2'.
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Responses to Questions l'and 2'
by the AWM Members.

1

you have considered besides Math.

eo each of the listed careers?
Tales (n=350)

%
Miles (n=52.)

%

#1' Please list career choices

#2' Why did you prefer mathematics

#11 no response 23 6.57 0 0.0
no others considered '- 48 113.71 7 13.46
Physics 46 13.14 17 32.69
Chemistry 38 10.86 7 13.46
Biology 17 4.86 4 7.69
Engineering 26 7.43 17 32.69
Medicine 37 10.57 ,'Ill 15.38
Law 17 4.86 5 9.62
Statistics , 3 0.86
Computer ScienCe 34 9.71 2 3.85
ActuarialScience
Business

8

13
2.29
3.71

1
3

1.9
5.7
t

Secretary 3 0.86 3 0.86
i

ResearCh Analyst 1 0:29 1. 0.29
English, literature 15 4.29 1
Art 16 4.57 .

Languages 20 5.71 2 3.85
History 12 3.43 1 1.92
Philosophy. _ 14 4.0 1 1.92
Music, Dance, Drama 44 12.57 ' 2

, 3.85
Psychology 18 5.14
Teaching, Education 57 16.29 5 9.62
Counselling 3 0.86
Home Economics - 4 1.14
Physical Education 2 0.57 2 3.85
Housewife g 2.57
Writing, Journalism 23 6.57 03 5.77
Accounting 6 1.71 3 5.77
Economics 1 2.0 1 1.92
Fa.6hion Design 3 0.86
Armed Forces 2 0.57 1
Church Work, Clergy 2 0.57 1 1.92\
Architecture 7 2.0 2 3.85
Nursing 2 , 0.57
Astronomy 1 0.29 1 '1.92
Airline Stewardess 1 0.29
Pharmacy \ 2 0.57
library, science 3 0.86 1.92
Crafts 2 0.57
Operations Research 4 1.14
Oceanography -1 0.29
Lab Tech. 1 0.29
Social Work 3 0.86
Naturalist 1 0.29

__Photographer 1 0.29
Geology 1 0.29 1.92

-Political Science 1 0.29 3.85
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Table 2'. Responses to Question 2 by AWM MEMBERS

#2' Why did you prefer mathematics to each of the listed careers?

No Respon§e
Did not choose math "over"

the other careers
Career Opportunities
Liked Math Better
Did welf(better)in Math
More intellectual,

Female

71
62

43
100
41
61

(n=350)

20.29
17.71

12.29
28.57
11.71
17.43,

Males

10
5

4

10
10
16

(n-52)

%

19.23
9.62

7.69
19.23
19.23
304,77

challenging, precise .

More creative .
-... 49 14.0 7 13.46

Less memorization 10 '2.86 0 0,0
Preferred,academic Career.
with its flexibility, etc.

31;,/
.,--

8.86 1 1.92

Was encouraged towards math , 6, 1.71 1 1.92
instead. .

,--.

;

Other fields not ieadily avail-
able to women

15 4.29 0 0.0

No opportunity was available
to pursue other fields.

24 6.86 4 7.69

Inspired by teachers. 1 0.29 0 0.0
Math is less boring, more
exciting &'interesting.

25 7.14 9 ,17.31

No labs -.. 7 2.0 2 3.85

63
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Table,3r Responses to Question 3' by AWM Members.

43' Please list the kinds of non-mathematical positions that you have held.

1. none
2. no response

Females (n=350) Males' (n=52)
# % # $

73 20.9 15 28.8
39 11.1 4 7.7

4. summer, part time only .40 11.4 4 7.7
5. housewife, mother 14 4.0
6. teaching & related 69 19.7 10 19.2

a. not specific teaching 4 1.1
b. high school 13 3.7 1 1.9
c. grammer school, kindergarten 12 3.4--
d. physics or chem lab instructor 1.4 1.9'5
e. computer science instructor 1 f 0.3
f.'counselor 6 1.7
g. teaching assistant 3 .0.9
i-educ. research associate 2 0.6
j. educ. director - 4 1.1 1. 1.9
k. college level teaching 14 4.0
1. phys. ed., dance', music,

swimming teaching
m. administrative

7. scientist
a. physics
b. chemistrY
c. research assistant or associate
d. astronomy
e. other
f. statistics-

8. actuarial trainee
9. service oriented

a. waitress
b. hairstylist r

c. house maid
d. baby sitter
p. gas station attendant
f. telephone operator

10. lab technician
11. manufacturing
12. programming

a. system analyst
13 -engineering

a. .aid
*. accounting

41. assistant
15.1ibrary work \'

16. Office work
a. clerk, clerical
b. bookkeeper
C. secretary
d. othei
e. supervisor, manager
f. cashier

6
8

33
6

20
2

3

2

4
39
25
1
3

8

1
2

5

7

28
4

10
6

3

2

11
74'
41
7

23
3

5 .

3

1.7
2.3
9.4
1.7
1.7
5.7
0.6
0.9
0.6 -

1.1
11.1
7.1
0.3
0.9
2.3

5.8
5.8
5.8

1.9
3.8

1 1.9
4 7.7
1 1.9

0.3 2 3.8
0.6 .

1.4 1 1.9
2.0 5 9016

8.0 4 7.7
1.1
2.9
1.7
0.9
0.6
3.1

21.1
11.7
2.0
6.6
0.9
1.4
0.9
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Table 3' . (Continued)

health related
a. nurse or aid
b. counsellor

1. drug
c. rehabilatation
d. administrator,
e. research

-I clerk or other
18. sales, 'Clerk

. media
a. editor

1: editorial as
b writer
c. reader
d. reporter
e.- translator
f. interviewer
business
a. executive
b. research
c. other.

. summercamp
a. director
b. counsellor

22. government, civil
23. military service
24..politics
25. operations research
26. artist, musician
27. mechanics -

28. lawyer

program director

sistant

service\

Females (n=350) Males (n=52)

13 3.7 2 3.8
3' 0.9
1 0.3
0 , 0.0
1 0.3
5 1.4
2 0.6 1 1.9
3 0.9 1 1.9

19 5.4 3.8
21 6.0 1 1.9
5 1.4
1 0.3

.6 1.7
1 0.3
3 0.9
2 0.6
2 0.6
10 2.9 5.8
4 1.1 5.8
2 0.6
2 0.6

12 3.4
1 0.3

11 3.1
6 1.7 1.9\

3 0.9 9.6
-1 0.3
2 0.6
2. 0.6 1 1.9
1 r, 0.3

0.3 1 1.9
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Table 4'. Responses to Question 4' by AWM Members.

#4' Please list the kinds of mathematical positions that you have held.

Females (n=350) Males (n=52)

I.

1. no response
2. none
academic
a. pre-college level°

1. grade school level
2. high school level
3.'administrative

b. college or university level
1. teaching assiStant or research

assistant.
2. instructor or lecturer
3. assistant professor
4. associate rofessor
5. _full professor
6. post doctoral fellow
7. research associate _

R. administrative
a. department chairman
b. program coordinator

c. education literature
1. writer or editor
2. motion pictures, educational
3. translator

'II. non-academic
a. computing'

-

1. programming
2. systems analyst

b. actuary .

1. trainee or student
c. accounting

1. assistant
d. statistician e:,

1. consultant
e..mathematician in industry or

government
1. math analyst

f. engineer
1. assistant or aid

..-

\

:,.

e_vg. operations research analyst
.

66

# % #
10 2.9 1

4 1.1 , 0

313 89.4 51
61 17.4 5

7 2.0 1

57 16.3 4

4 1.1 0

283 80.9 46
86 24.6 8

95 27.1 15
92 26.3 19
36 '10.3= 21
18 5.1 17
5 1.4 2

11 3.1 2

9 2.6 9

7 2.0
3 .9

,6
3

16 4.6 2

15 4.3 2

0 0.0 0

,1 .3 0

106 30.3 16
41 11,.7 3

33 94 2

6 1.7 0

8 2.3 1

6 1.7 0

2 .6 0

1 0

22 6.3 1

3 .9 0

.

40 11.4 12
11 3a __ 1

6 1.7 0

5 1.4 0

2 0.6 0

.

%
1.9, .

98.1
9.6
1:9.
7.7

88.5
15.4.

28.8
36.5
40.4
32.7
3.8
3.8

A.7.3
11.5
5.8
3.8
3.8

30.8
. 5.8
3.8

1.9

.1.9'.

23.1
1.9 .
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Table 5'. Responses to Question 5' by AWM Members.

5' How was yOur career pattern influenced by your being a female
(or male)?

Females (n=350)

Influen6ed ,

1..no response 32 9.14
2. don't know 12 -3.42
3. no-not affected 60 17.14
4. yesrin non-unfavorable manner 16 4.57
5. yes-with no explanation '25 7.14

, 6. yes- explanation follows 205 58.57
\

rI. Explanations
\ 1. took academic job because of lack
\ of opportunities in industry or
\ elsewhere 13 3.71
2\ took academic job to have time for
\\family, flexible time schedule 25 7.14

-3. took part time job to have time
for family. . 6 1.71'

4. location of employment was dictated
byspouse's.career -54 15.42
a. had to .follow spouse 15 4.28
b. Could not'accept'offers of,

,positions. 6 .1,71
5. had difficulty in combining job

with.family responsibilities 26 7.42
6, career interrupted because of

family responsibilities. 63 18.0
7. was highly:motivated * excel

in "man's" field .
7 2.0

8. did not receive the encourage-
ment a man would 20 5.71

9, was able to work because I wanted
to,.not because I had to. , . 13 3.71

10. was not subjected to ihepressure
.

to.excel as men are 20 5.71
11. promotions came slower or were.

denied ,

,

12 3.42)

12. waS regarded as 'teMporary 6 1,71
.14, chose math over Other-careers 12 3.42
14- teaching assignments wereibased

3 0.85
15, never/took time off, fearing

inab' ity' to..return\later. 1
16. vict of nepotism.\ 4.

,17.- wap ot taken seriougly: 17
18. no, ellowship support 5.

19. was encouraged .

.20. got,positionfemale would not have
21. wa drafted into Army
22, mOi7e time to devote to career than

:. if were a female

_on.my pm

0.28
1.14
4.82
1.42

Males (n=52)

13 25.0
8 15.38

16 30.76
1 1:97
8 15.38
6 11.53

1 1.92
3 5.76

1.92

1;92
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Table 6' 7'. Responses to Questions 6 and 7 by AWM Members.

#.6' What is your specialty in mathematics?

#7' What do you,like about your specialty in mathematics?

Females (n=350) Males (n=52)
# % #. %

#6' 1. no response 17 '4.86 0 0.0

2. none 2 0.57 0 - 0.0
3. Analysis 37 10.57 16 30.8
4. Topology 29 8.29 9 17.3
5. Geometry 13 3.71 3 5.77

, 6. Algebra 80 22.86 7 13.46
a. group theory 11 3.14 1

A. 1.85
b. semi group theory 1 0.29 0 0.0
c. ring theory 4 . 1.14 0 0.0
d. linear algebra & .

matrix theory 2 0.57 0 0 0.0c

7. Number theory 16 4.57 6 11.54
8. Logic & Foundations 17 4.86 2 3.85
9. History of Mathematics 2 0.57 0° 0.0
10. Differential Equations 9 2.57 2 3.85
11. Probability & Statistics 30 8.57. 4 7.69
12. Computer,Science & Related ; 24 6.86 2 1.85

.
a. theory of computation 2 0.57 0

b. automata theory 1 0.29 0
,

13. Numerical Analysis 7 2.0 2 3.85

14. Bio-Mathematics 4 1.14 P
15. Ergodic4Theory 1 0.29 P

16. Summability theory S 1 0.29 0
\

17. Applied Mothematics
(not specific) 11 3.14 1 1.92

18. Mathematical Programming 0 0.0 0

19. Operations Research 7 2.0 0

20. Operator theory 1 0.29 0

21.. Approximation Theory 4 1.14 -- 0

22. Mathematics Education 38 / 10.86 0

. a.,math for educators 2 0.57 0

b. math for non math majors 2 0.57, 0

2. practical applications,
. ;

:.;59
22

16.86 12
629

'- 73

23. pathematical physics 5/ 1.43
1

! 75

1 3.14-
9 2.57

3. geometric structure y 11- 3.14 2 3.85
4. uhiversality; touches other\

fields in math
5. it'is foundation
6, structure, beauty
7. deals with peop
8. challenge /
9. adviSor was receptive

10. abst actness/
11.,no r sponse

_

24. complex variables
25. combinatorics

14
3

39
23
'9'

6'

1.0
71

4.0
0.86

11:14
6.57
2.57
1.71
2.86

20.29

13:46
1,92

.

7:69 .

.0.0

23.08

68


